
TimeClock Plus and 
Humanity integration

Key benefits

Eliminate errors and remove dual-entry 
with time and attendance integrated with 
dynamic employee scheduling.

TimeClock Plus offers automated time and 
attendance with accurate calculations across 
nuanced payroll rules, highly flexible time collection, 
and robust leave management.

Humanity provides dynamic employee scheduling 
with AI-powered forecasting, automated scheduling, 
and a top-rated mobile app that employees love. 

As integrated solutions, teams can reap the value 
of both in a streamlined system, while eliminating 
double-entry, reducing risk of errors, and bolstering 
their workflows through the integration.

Easily login and navigate between 
platforms with SSO and easy navigation.
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As we’ve tested the TimeClock Plus and Humanity 
integration, I can predict a significant reduction 
in the need for double data entry. This will be 
instrumental in improving our data accuracy and 
efficiency. By linking time clock functions directly 
with employee scheduling, we will be able to 
eliminate many of the errors and inconsistencies that 
come with manual double work. It will streamline our 
processes by making our operational management 
more effective and less prone to errors. 

—  Tracey Mitchell, Operations Manager at Pacific Customs Brokers 

“
Put time tracking and employee 
scheduling together at your staff’s fingertips 
for anytime, anywhere access with the TCP 
Humanity app.  
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Get time right, every time

HumanityTimeClock Plus
Dynamic employee scheduling with AI-powered forecasting, 
automated scheduling, and a top-rated mobile app that 
employees love.

Automated time and attendance with accurate calculations 
across nuanced payroll rules, highly flexible time collection, 
and robust leave management.

• Create just-right schedules and control costs with 
predictive forecasting and real-time auto-scheduling by 
availability and skill 

• Automate communications to quickly fill open shifts, 
share schedule updates, and send shift reminders 

• Empower employees and bolster retention with 
shift trading, shift pick up, and scheduling that honors 
employee preferences 

• Mitigate compliance risk and gain new peace of mind 
with flexible rules matched to labor laws and internal 
policies

• Control costs, eliminate errors, and save time with 
automated timekeeping and robust payroll and ERP/
HCM integrations 

• Improve employee and manager experiences with 
self-service, easy time collection, and exceptions 
management 

• Mitigate compliance risk with missed break and 
overtime rules matched to labor laws and union 
mandates, along with secure audit logs 

• Improve workflows and reporting with automated leave 
management and tracking across projects, tasks, and 
budgets

Integrated time and attendance and 
employee scheduling


